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ABSTRACT 

 Extensions of theory of relativity on the basis of Finsler geometry are presented. 
Finsler geometry is the geometry of metric spaces having internal local anisotropy, 
in which spaces the metric that is not reducible to quadratic form differential 
coordinates. According to the principle of self-sufficiency of Finsler geometry, the 
problem of geometrization of physics as a whole on the basis of its Finsler 
geometry can be solved.  

  

Probably, if one analyzes the results obtained by us on the European satellite 
"Planck" Finsler nature of our space-time may be proved.  

Қисқача шарҳ 

Финслер геометрияси асосида нисбийлик назариясини кенгайтирилиши 
келтирилган. Финслер геометрияси ички локал анизотропияга эга бўлган 
метрик фазо геометрияси бўлиб, квадратик дифференциал координаталар 
формали метрикага келтирилмайди. Ўзетарли принципга кўра физикани 
геометрия асосида тавсифлаш муамосини ҳал этилиши финслер геометрияда 
мумкин бўлади. Европанинг «Планк» Ер юлдошида олинган натижаларни 
ўрганиб чиқиш бизнинг фазо-вақтимиз финслер геометрияси табиатида 
эканлиги исбот бўлиши мумкин.   

Аннотация 

Представлены расширения теории относительности на основе финслеровой 
геометрии. Финслерова геометрия является геометрией метрических 
пространств, обладающих внутренней локальной анизотропией, в  



которой пространств, метрика которых не сводится к квадратичной форме 
дифференциальных координат. Согласно принципа самодостаточности 
финслеровой геометрии может быть решена проблема геометризации физики 
в целом на основе финслеровой геометрии.   

Вероятно, если проанализировать полученные результаты на европейском 
спутнике "Планк", возможно, будет доказана финслерова природа нашего 
пространства-времени.   

 Keywords: Euclidean geometry, Finsler geometry, Trilinear symmetrical, 
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On the basis of the Finsler geometries Bervald- Moor geometry is put, in which 
definition of measure is not defined by generally accepted quadratic but by the 
expression of fourth power on the differentials [1]. It is well-known, that the 
change of only one axiom in Euclidean geometry results in non-Euclidean 
geometry. Finsler geometry could be obtained in the same way. But convenient 
way to do this is not to use the systems of axioms of Euclid or Hilbert, but their 
modern analogue based on the concept of linear space with postulated scalar 
product on it. Usually axioms of scalar product are written in the following way: 

 

Altogether they are equivalent to a bilinear symmetric form for components of two 
vectors. Depending on, whether the quadratic form associated with the particular 
scalar product will be positively definite or not, the resulting geometry will be 
either Euclidean or pseudo Euclidean.  

If we define multilinear symmetric form of n vectors on the linear space rather than 
a bilinear form: 



 

we can speak about flat finslerian or pseudo-finslerian rather than Euclidean or 
pseudo Euclidean. We can prove this by substituting the same vector into the 
particular multilinear form n times.   So if we change only one axiom and take 
multilinear form instead of only bilinear, we get quite a wide class of finslerian and 
pseudo-finslerian spaces with nonquadratic metric functions.  

  

  

It should be emphasized, that the proposed approach to axiomatics of 
finslerian spaces differs in a substantial way from the standard formalism that is 
based on the results of Berwald, Taylor, Synge and uses the finslerian metric 
tensor, which has two indices and depends not only on a point, but also on a 
direction. In our case it is replaced by an n-ary metric tensor, which depends only 
on a point. Probably we could speak not about finslerian, but about some other 
geometry with another name. But we prefer to keep the old terminology.   

We can see best the advantages of this new formalism in the approach to 
finslerian spaces when considering the notion of angle. As it is well known, in the 
usual finslerian approach the notion of angle meets serious contradictions. In our 
case the contradictions do not arise, because we can derive the angle between two 
vectors A and B just from the multilinear form evaluated on the corresponding unit 
vectors. From this it becomes clear, that in the finslerian geometry two individual 
vectors should be characterized not by one, but by several angles This is quite 
natural because the spaces under consideration become nonisotropic. 

 



However the advantages of the new axiomatics are not limited by the notion 
of angle. For example, just in the case of trilinear symmetric form we can 
introduce a new notion in addition to the notions of angle and length. We can call it 
tringle and it describes the mutual properties of the three vectors. In quadratic 
geometries tringles can’t be considered, but, starting from qubic finslerian spaces, 
they are as natural as angles and lengths. 

 

It should be noted, that the idea of introduction tringles and further 
extensions was proposed by Peter Rashevsky . When the notion of multiangles 
appears in the lexicon of geometers who deal with finslerian spaces, this 
automatically leads to extension of the fundamental continuous symmetries, 
because isometric and conform transformations are completed by tringle-invariant 
transformations etc. The most interesting is that these new symmetries will appear 
in the spaces of dimensions not higher than 4, and this is important for physics, 
because the existence of additional dimensions was not yet proved. The simplest 
example of pseudofinslerian space that contains triples as well as lengths and 
angles is the 3D-flat space with metrical function of Bewald-Moor. 

 

A commutative-associative algebra corresponds to this space, and elements 
of this algebra could be called triple numbers in the analogy with double numbers.  

In this space as well as in the space of double numbers there is an infinite 
group of conformal transformations, and this represents a difference with the 3D-
Euclidean and pseudo Euclidean spaces, where conformal transformations form 
only 10-parameters group.  



On the next slide an example of an elementary conformal transformation is 
shown. This transformation is connected with an analytical function of hyperbolic 
tangent and it transforms the infinite linear space into the interior of the unit cube. 
Obviously these transformations are not trivial, and there are even more interesting 
tringle-invariant transformations. 

 

Naturally, there exists a four-dimensional pseudofinslerian space with 
Bewald-Moor metrics. 

 

It corresponds also to commutative-associativa algebra, but now with four 
components. At the first look this algebra is similar to the quaternion algebra, but 
this is not true. The quaternion algebra isn’t commutative and its conform group 
has only 15 parameters But the algebra of 4-numbers as well as the algebra of 
complex, double and triple numbers has infinite conform group. But the most 
important is that there are non-trivial symmetry groups with invariant tringles and 
their 4 vector generalizations.  

Probably the best property of the space of 4-numbers is that it can be 
considered as effective generalization of Minkowski space.  

Just now my colleague proved that the Lorenz group is a subgroup of the 
complexified conformal group of a space with Bewald-Moor metrics[1-6]. Also it 
seems that for compact conformal image of the 4D-space with the Berwald-Moor 
metrics, connected with analytical function hyperbolic tangent, there is an limit 
correspondence with the analogous space that is conformally connected with the 
Minkowski space. In this way perspectives open for a generalization of the theory 
of relativity from pseudoriemannian space to a psudofinslerian one. And here also 



opens the possibility to solve the deep philosophical problem of the general 
relativity theory, where conservation laws have only local nature. In the space-time 
with the Berwald-Moor metrics one can notice the translational invariance because 
this space has infinite symmetry groups. The translation invariance can be 
preserved and this will with the use of the Noether theorem result in global energy-
impulse conservation. 

One of the basic consequences of change from the Minkowski metric to the 
pseudofinslerian metric of Bewald-Moor is that at the observer’s view the sphere is 
changed to the rombododecahedron. But the specific feature of this 
rombododecahedron reveals only at distances that are comparable with sizes of the 
universe under observation. At lesser sizes this polyhedron is smoothed and it can’t 
be distinguished from the ordinary sphere. The vertices of the rombododecahedron 
produces on the observer’s view 14 special points. These points represent some 
kind of attractors, whose properties become observable only at cosmological 
distances.  

Our hypothesis about connection of the 
real world with pseudofinslerian geometry 
allows an experimental test [4] . But it is 
possible only on large space-time intervals. 
One of the predictions of the finslerian 
geometry is the quadruple and octople 
anisotropy in the Hubble parameter. The 
observations of Canadian astrophysics show 
that there is at least a quadruple effect in 
distribution of the Hubble parameter. 

 



Another unusual prediction of the finslerian model is the quadruple and 
octople anisotropy in quasar parameters distribution. The results of McMillan from 
NASA allows to fix a quadruple anisotropy in circular motion of quasars. Probably 
there exists also an octople component. 

 

Probably the most beautiful prediction of the new geometrical model of the space-
time is more complex Doppler-effect when observer moves in the relict radiation. 
While in pseudorimannian geometry Doppler-effect results in dipole kinematic part 
of anisotropy of relict background temperature, in finslerian case the quadruple and 
octople kinematic componets should appear. The observations of NASA satellite 
WMAP evidence is the existence of the predicted correlation of axes of all lower 
multipoles. 

 

In addition to this effect, that gets the name of “Evil Axe”, one can predict also 
annual variations of amplitude and phase of all three multipoles, that are due to the 
motion of the Earth around the Sun. Probably, if to analyze results received 
European “Planck” satellite will observe such variations, the finslerian nature of 
our space-time will be proven. 
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